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ANTESA JENSEN: SHORT BIO
Antesa Jensen is a mindset disruptor. She founded Adventure 
Awake in 2016 to guide high-performing individuals to realize 
their leadership potential through corporate training programs, 
group and individual coaching, and transformational expeditions. 

Antesa works with business leaders who want to ignite their 
corporate team to achieve the impossible, and incorporate 
coaching and empowerment into their leadership style. She 
coaches entrepreneurs who aspire to have a bigger impact on 
their client base and the world, and are looking to expand their 
community. She guides organizations through team-building 
programs designed to shift their team into a growth-oriented 
mindset.

Antesa has been recognized by Ariana Huffington’s Thrive Global 
and Medium for her transformational programs. She has been 
invited by organizations, media publications, and podcasts from 
all over the world to talk about her journey. By motivating and 
inspiring the audience to draw upon their inward journey, Antesa
helps them expand their community and refine their leadership 
skills.



ANTESA JENSEN’S STORY
Antesa Jensen’s story began with a childhood filled with physical 
and family struggles. Travel became an escape for her. She found 
herself traveling to riskier and riskier places, seeking more intense 
experiences. Little did she know that a life-threatening situation 
in South America, and a bout of severe illness, would be the start 
of her inward journey.

Antesa spent 12 years in a successful career in the investment 
banking industry. However, her travel “escapes” still left her 
emotionally lost. Her frustration led her to sign up for a coaching 
program - she excelled at it. She realized that being legally blind 
until she was 26, not only heightened her non-visual senses, but 
also enhanced her perceptions about people. She developed a 
deep sense of empathy, and was often able to hear what people 
were feeling.

Inspired by her own inward journey, she decided to help others 
make transformational and sustainable change in life. Adventure 
Awake was born in 2016 to guide high-performing individuals to 
realize their leadership potential through corporate training 
programs, group and individual coaching, and transformational 
expeditions. 



SPEAKING TOPICS

Antesa works with you to inspire your 
team, organization and community with 
keynotes and workshops. She focuses on:

• HOW THE FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY 
REQUIRES US TO CULTIVATE OUR 
INNATE HUMAN SKILLS

• USING OUR EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
TO EVOKE LASTING INTERNAL 
TRANSFORMATION

• WHY EMBRACING PERSONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY IS A GAME-CHANGER 
FOR EVERYONE
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TESTIMONIALS

“I knew there was more to my life than I was experiencing, and I've 
experienced a lot. I've traveled extensively, I've worked hard and 
I've loved a lot but still something was missing. I soon realized 
that something was a connection with myself. Antesa was 
instrumental in helping me make that connection. Antesa is truly 
gifted in her approach and ability to guide you in digging really 
deep to uncover who your true self is. It is a process. It is 
heartbreaking at times. It is also necessary and so worth it if you 
want to truly manifest your best self and your best life.

~ Kayla

I started my journey with Adventure Awake as someone who 
couldn’t hear her own intuition, let alone knew that she had 
one. It’s hard to believe I was once that person compared to 
who I am now, a woman with a deep sense of knowing and 

self approval. The work Antesa does isn’t about improving or 
fixing oneself but uncovering your true self.

~ Olivia 
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